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Seat
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Note:available.
when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.
Removability: not
Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Back
100%
Sewing:
coverings feasible with contrast stitchings in the colours
Back Padding:
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ecological polyurethane
polyurethane foam
foam covered
covered with
with
100%leatherL Coverings
Coverings
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polyester
polyester padding.
padding.

available; cuts and sewings vary on microfibre
(or not
fabric)
coverings.
suggested
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not possible
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not suggested

not possible

thick leathers
�
thick leathers
Arm
100%
Mechanisms:
the
model is equipped� with headrests that can be
Arm Interior:
Interior: ecological
ecological polyurethane
polyurethane foam
foam covered
covered with
with
100%

Coverings
suggested

thick leathers

�

thin elastic leathers

�

natural leathers

�

fabric*

�

microfibre*

�

not suggested

By Cust

not possible

�

leather + split

�

DeLuxe

�

polyester padding.
padding.
polyester

�
multicovering
manually uplifted thin
on elastic
fixed leathers
(non recliner)�
�versions. Electrically upliftable
thin
elastic
leathers
headrests on electric
recliner
with recliner mechanism
�
natural leathersversions equipped
�
multicolour
�
natural leathers
and upliftable headrests, that can be moved independently by a Led
Removability:
�
fabric*
Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.
Removability: not
not available.
available.
� depth of the sofa with open
(backlighted) USBfabric*
wired push-button. The
* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market
microfibre*
� with uplifted headrest is 98
recliner is 166 cm.
The height of the model
microfibre*
�
cm. colours
Sewing:
L 162
L 192
L 208
L 82
By Cust
�
Sewing: leather
leather coverings
coverings feasible
feasible with
with contrast
contrast stitchings
stitchings in
in the
the colours
dimensions
By Cust
� D107 SH45 SD57
H72 D107 SH45 SD57
H72
H72 D107 SH45 SD57
H72 D107 SH45 SD57
available;
available; cuts
cuts and
and sewings
sewings vary
vary on
on microfibre
microfibre (or
(or fabric)
fabric) coverings.
coverings.
leather
+ split
�
version
200
240
300
D63
+ splitcode
�
Standard feet: leather
PM801,
shiny steel feet,
h. 12,5 cm. Some versions
DeLuxe
�
may be equipped
with
hidden feet with a supporting
structural function.
DeLuxe
�
Mechanisms:
r.el.rec.chr mini
Description
2 seater
2 1/2 seater
3 seater
Mechanisms: the
the model
model is
is equipped
equipped with
with headrests
headrests that
that can
can be
be
�
multicovering
manually
�
multicovering
manually uplifted
uplifted on
on fixed
fixed (non
(non recliner)
recliner) versions.
versions. Electrically
Electrically upliftable
upliftable
ledsidep
headrests
headrests on
on electric
electric recliner
recliner versions
versions equipped
equipped with
with recliner
recliner mechanism
mechanism
�
multicolour
�
multicolour
and
upliftable
headrests,
that
can
be
moved
independently
by
a
Led
and upliftable headrests, that can be moved independently by a Led
Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.
(backlighted)
Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.
(backlighted) USB
USB wired
wired push-button.
push-button. The
The depth
depth of
of the
the sofa
sofa with
with open
open
* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market
recliner
is
166
cm.
The
height
of
the
model
with
uplifted
headrest
is
98
*
fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market
recliner is 166 cm. The height of the model with uplifted headrest is 98
cm.
cm.

Standard
Standard feet:
feet: PM801,
PM801, shiny
shiny steel
steel feet,
feet, h.
h. 12,5
12,5 cm.
cm. Some
Some versions
versions
may
may be
be equipped
equipped with
with hidden
hidden feet
feet with
with a
a supporting
supporting structural
structural function.
function.
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Multicovering
Multicovering // Components
Components // Optional
Optional vers.
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Structure: pinewood, multilayer and plywood covered with polyurethane foam.
Spring system: elastic webbing.
Seat Padding: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100% polyester padding.
Back Padding: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100% polyester padding.
Arm Interior: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100% polyester padding.
Removability: not available.
Sewing: leather coverings feasible with contrast stitchings in the colours available; cuts and sewings vary on
microfibre (or fabric) coverings.
Mechanisms: the model is equipped with headrests that can be manually uplifted on fixed (non recliner) versions.
Electrically upliftable headrests on electric recliner versions equipped with recliner mechanism and upliftable headrests, that can be moved independently by a Led (backlighted) USB wired push-button. The depth of the sofa
with open recliner is 166 cm. The height of the model with uplifted headrest is 98 cm.
Standard feet: PM801, shiny steel feet, h. 12,5 cm. Some versions may be equipped with hidden feet with a
supporting structural function.

